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Saito and Krebs at Haines: Any viewer 
with an inkling of what bronze casting 
involves will marvel at Yoshitomo Saito's 
recent sculpture at Haines. 
 
Probably only having his own foundry 
permits Saito to produce a work as 
intricate and irregular as "When the Wind 
Stopped #6" (2008). He appears to have 
cast it in many parts and then assembled 
them, but the piece presents the 
impression of a tangle of organic forms 
without beginning or end. 
 
This and other pieces on view cast from 
plant forms represent technical feats, yet 
they ignore the classical values of 
chasing. Saito apparently takes great care 
with patina but leaves the burr that occurs 
around casting seams because it enhances 
the sculpture's slightly ragged naturalism. 
The sculptures in this show stand at an 
opposite extreme of idiosyncrasy from 
those in Saito's last show, all of which 
replicated small paintings as smooth bronze slabs. 
 
In the small room at Haines, Bay Area painter Patsy Krebs presents a series of acrylic abstractions on panel 
so refined that they can make the most patient eye feel agitated. Using concentric rectangular grids, subtly 
gradated in value and hue, she has constructed optically terraced picture spaces that seem both precise and 
irremediably out of focus. 
 
Krebs' work has never looked more objective, nor more unmistakably her own. She updates Josef Albers' 
"Homage to the Square" for a generation hip to visual effects and subtleties of pictorial abstraction that 
Albers (1888-1976) never saw. 
 
Yoshitomo Saito: Riprap in Bronze: Sculpture. Through May 17. Haines Gallery, 49 Geary St., San 
Francisco. (415) 397-8114, www.hainesgallery.com. 
 
Pasty Krebs: Hibernal Dreams: Paintings on wood. Through May 31. Haines Gallery. 
 
 

"When the Wind Stopped #6," bronze by Yoshitomo Saito. 
	  


